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1. Introduction to the Delegation of the Mesopotamian Ecology Movement
On the 10.09.2015 and the 11.09.2015, an international ecology delegation
convened at the request of the Mesopotamian Ecology Movement in North Kurdistan,
the Southeastern region of Turkey, to investigate the recent forest fires in the region
which have occurred since July 2015. Although there had been a delegation only a
few weeks prior, comprised of Turkish and Kurdish nationals, the movement decided
that an assessment by an international delegation could present a more objective
perspective to a wider audience. While the August delegation had taken three days to
conduct a survey of almost all the affected areas in North Kurdistan, this delegation’s
aim was to investigate two cases in detail. Consequently this report may be seen as
supplementary documentation or an addition to the earlier longer report, with the
intention of drawing the world’s attention to the impact of the forest fires there.
This is more crucial than ever now, as to date the issue of our forest fires has been
disseminated only to a very limited extent at an international level in the context of
the political conflict in North Kurdistan. This report will hopefully bring the forest
fires and their ecological and social ramifications closer to the public eye, in the
terrible event that they would occur again.
The delegation consisted of 7 activists from different countries in Europe. Two of the
activists were from Norway, three from Germany, and two from Wales in the UK.
They accepted the invitation from the Ecology movement, which had been spread in
different international channels. The participants were recruited without ulterior
financial motive.
On the first day the party convened at the Metropolitan Municipality in Diyarbakır to
receive a short introduction to the local vegetation and forestry in the area, before it
proceeded to a village in the district of Lice. In Lice the delegation spent
approximately 4 hours observing the various aspects of the forest fires and the
devastation it had wreaked. It also interviewed several of the local villagers in order
to factcheck their information and learn about the human cost of the fires.
On the second day, the party drove to a Syriac village close to Nusaybin and spent
approximately 4 hours there speaking with the villagers and observing the affected
areas. Returning that evening, the delegation discussed and compared their
observations and prepared a press release for the media on the 14.09.2015. The basis
for this report is the crossreferenced delegates’ notes from their interviews and
observations.

2. Information on Vegetation
On the morning of the 10th September the Professor in Botanical Sciences at Dicle
(Tigris) University in Diyarbakır, Selçuk Ertekin, talked to delegates about the effect
of fires on forests in the region. He is a member of the Amed Ecology Council, which
is part of the structure of the Mesopotamian Ecology Movement in North Kurdistan ,
and his main interest is in the wildlife diversity of Eastern Anatolia (North
Kurdistan). This area is rich in natural wildlife and plant life, from panthers and
hyenas to small mammals, and early forms of domesticated barley to chick peas.
In the north of the region, the oak forests teem with habitats which depend on the
two oak subspecies quercus infectoria and quercus baranti  about 300 endemic
species in all. While 150 endemic species are usually enough to describe a region as
an ecological “hotspot”, there are also abundant river and mountain ecosystems and
rare indigenous local species in the area, making this ecologically diverse area
precious to the heritage of our planet.
In the south of the region the steppes promote a less prolific diversity, but the Eastern
Taurus Mountains, approaching 3500 m with oak forests reaching up to 1700m,
provide habitats for many animals. The two types of Oak trees, known in Kurdish as
mazi infectoria, and bera – baranti, are found together, but the latter is more
common.
In most areas it has not been possible to take any measures to protect them.
Agricultural expansion in the 1960s and ‘70s – up until when Mt Karacada ğ, for
instance, was covered in trees – has caused the decline of the forest. Morevoer, new
exploitative engineering practices have had a huge impact on habitats, especially in
the form of dams, reservoirs and mining.
It is in this context that the fires of around the year 1994, and, later, in July and
August of 2015, wreaked destruction.
When the oaks are torched, the dynamic of the forest is severely compromised. Both
old and young trees are exterminated together, which destroys the natural cycle of
the forest. Young birds, reptiles, small mammals and many other animals are killed,
and the ecosystems in the top soil are lost. The scorched earth can no longer retain
water, causing erosion, and local climate change leads to desertification.
Replanting may be possible, but the rich diversity cannot return. If the oak ecosystem
is damaged locally it can recover relatively fast, but the destruction of a large area
depletes the diversity in perpetuity. With just 200 felled trees to, it takes
approximately 20 years for the surrounding ecosystem to return.
Some regeneration occurred after the fires in the 1990s, but the great apprehension
is that the regeneration cannot occur a second time. We do not know if the fires took
hold in the same or different places. This year, the fires, tellingly, took place around
the military stations, and we have very little data.

3. Observations
3.1. Day 1 – Lice, Amed (Diyarbakır)
After the introductory talk, the group traveled about 60 kms northeast to Huseynig
(Turkish: Arıklı) in the Lice district, a village devastated by fires which occurred
shortly after an explosion on 26 July, that killed two soldiers. Despite a few saplings
that had sprung from the roots of vines, all the oaks around were black and lifeless.
The fire reportedly started at a local landmark famed for its ancient Persian
inscription. From there the scorched earth stretched for distance of up to 8 kms
through little dips and hummocks, where the fire had blazed around the scattered
homesteads of the 7 villages which had nestled there.
Villagers described how for several hours helicopters had launched rockets
containing a white powder systematically at the area, about 45 kms away from
Huseynig. Due to the fact that every few hundred metres was hit, the places
consequently burst into flames. Gusts of wind carried the flames in patches several
kilometers further. We were especially astonished to hear that the Lice Fire Brigade
had been prevented from providing assistance by the military when it arrived on the
second day.

Image 1: Village Huseynig after forest fire, LiceAmed

A villager described how local people had fought it for three days until it was finally
under control. It smouldered on for another three days. This year’s heavy rainfall had
made the grass grow high which served to exacerbate the fire. The people had
returned a mere decade ago after fleeing the military’s torching of the area in 1994,
so their vineyards and fruit trees had only recently become reestablished.

The simple clay and stone singlestoreyed homes of this settlement were utterly
devastated, while other villagers, further out, lost half their land. About 30 families
consisting of 67 people live in the few small homesteads (typically comprising three,
beamed rooms) in each settlement, each of which owns several hundred to 1,000
animals. In all, 2,000 to 3,000 people and some 15,00020,000 animals must have
been affected directly. A growing number of these affected people have started to
leave the villages.
A family we met had lost their homes and taken refuge in Diyarbakır. When they
attempted to apply for compensation to the SubGovernor of Lice (a Turkish office),
their concerns had not been taken seriously, and they had not had the opportunity to
express their anxieties in an appropriate meeting. As the fodder for the animals was
decimated along with all the harvest, many of the people had been forced to sell their
livestock. As they live by subsistence farming, many products of daily needs were
planted, cultivated and processed at home, from their toil in the fields. “Whereas in
the ‘90s the military had a policy of erasing villages, now they start a fire to destroy
the harvest and our capacity to feed our animals”, we were told.

Image 2: Burnt house in the village Huseynig, LiceAmed

Before the fires, the villagers also made a grape juice that was sold at the market. As
the vines take 7 years to grow to maturity, their livelihood has been completely
undermined, and many may find it impossible to make their way back.
The people we spoke to were particularly enraged about the media response to the
incidents. The Turkish military, constitutionally rightwing and nationalist since
Ataturk  now led by the AK Party –have collaborators in the mainstream media. The
AKPlinked media stated that the fire was caused by terrorism. The social and
ecological disaster the fires produced, however, has only harmed those who had no
hand in it, and was not represented in the media.

Locals feel continuously and systematically brutalized and dehumanized. Our elderly
hostess stood beneath the fig tree in her claybaked courtyard and shouted “They kill
our people but they should not kill our earth...” Her daughters and grandchildren,
sitting round about, applauded.

Image 3: Torched trees in the village Huseynig, LiceAmed

3.2. Day 2 – Nusaybin, Mardin (Merdîn)
The second site we visited was the Syriac village Dağiçi near Nusaybin in the Mardin
province. It was less accessible than the village we visited in Lice, and consisted of 26
households. 12 other Syriac settlements exist in the same area. Originally the village
had consisted of 60 households, but due to state violence in the 1980s, they were
forced to flee. After they fled, Kurdish villagers, functioning as a militia for the
Turkish government, tried to settle the land, but shortly afterwards, in end of 80's,
PKK guerrillas forced them out. Between 1992 and 1994 the village was used by the
Turkish Army as a military base. As they felt deeply attached to their land, 26 of the
60 families returned to the village in 2002 when the political situation improved after
the intensive civil war in the 1990s since they felt deeply attached to their land.
The fire, which profoundly affected Dağiçi village, had started approximately one
month earlier, in midAugust, near the river Ava Spî (Turkish: Beyaz Su) after clashes
between Kurdish PKK guerrillas and the Turkish Army. Two vehicles were burned in
the clashes. After the clashes, the Turkish Army reportedly set fire in a broader area
at seven different locations simultaneously. Due to strong wind and relatively high
grass in the area, the fire spread rapidly.

Image 4: Torched gardens in the village Dağiçi, NusaybinMardin

According to our preliminary observations, and in accordance with the information
provided by the villagers, the fire covered an area of approximately 6 kilometers,
starting from the river Ava Spî until Dağiçi village. The affected area equaled
approximately 20 hectars of land and consisted mainly of fruit and vegetable
gardens. We witnessed burned grape trees, pomegranate trees, fig trees, and
scorched earth with weeds popping up here and there. It could be stated that the
majority of the fruit and vegetable gardens of the village been torched and that the

fauna of the area has been heavily affected. The residents, for exemple, deplored the
disappearance of a rich variety of snakes after the fire.
The loss of harvests and destruction of fields which previosuly had been maintained
for generations, obviously implies severe financial and social consequences for the
affected families. It might take years before the land and the trees could bear fruit
again.
The villagers also informed us that some of the houses in the village had been
compromised. The affected houses were predominantly old residences. One
vegetable garden remained unaffected by the fire. This was the only one we observed
that was surrounded by stone walls.
According to information provided by the villagers, several hundred individuals from
the People’s Councils in Nusaybin organized a delegation trying to stop the fires, but
did not succeed in stopping the destruction the Dağiçi village.

Image 5: Torched gardens in the village Dağiçi, NusaybinMardin

4. Overview over the total impacts of forest fires
In mid August 2015 approximately two dozen Kurdish and Turkish ecological
activists formed three delegations in North Kurdistan in order to observe and analyze
the forests fires supposedly caused by the Turkish Army. Some deputies of the
Democratic People's Party (HDP) also joined the delegations.
Previously the Mesopotamian Ecology Movement (MEH) had appealed to its
branches and groups within Turkey. The three regions examined by the delegations
were
1) Amed  Amed (Diyarbakır)Lice+Kulp, Bitlis
2) Dersim  Dersim (Tunceli) and BingölYayladere
3) Botan – SirnakSilopi (Mt. Cudi), SiirtEruh, MardinNusaybin
Based on the findings of these delegations (see also attached list) it can be supposed
that at least 10,000 hectares of forest have been burnt down and torched in North
Kurdistan in the summer 2015.
Their report made the following conclusions:
 All forest fires have been caused by soldiers of the Turkish Army or collaborating
militias.
 The forests have been set alight by artillery, helicopters or rocketfire. Fires were
mostly started in forests around military stations and then spread to areas farther
away.
 Villages and homes were therefore indiscriminately burnt out or damaged. The fires
have destroyed many villagers‘ livelihoods: fruit and vegetable gardens, fields and
barns stocked with harvested food and animal fodder for the coming winter.
 The forest fires were mostly put out by villagers, volunteers, and municipality
employees. In only a very few cases workers from state public institutions (like the
forest directorate) were dispatched to help.
 The delegations estimated these activities as a flagrant violation of the law. The
letter sent by the Turkish government to the forest directorates not to intervene in
forest fires (in case of danger) appears to have been deliberately designed to restrain
their employees from coming to the rescue of the villagers. Another obstacle for
extinguishing the fires was the fact, that some of the affected areas are full of land
mines. This has limited the effort to put out the fire, as it is too dangerous for people
to venture there. There are no signs displayed about mined land.
 In some cases the Forest Directorates – belonging to the central government  have
investigated the burned areas. But the figures given about the fireaffected areas

were too small, thus incorrect. This will have the result that the affected villagers can
not ask for proper compensation.
 As a conclusion, the delegation indicates the forest fires as a more indirect way to
increase the pressure on villagers to leave their villages. In some cases soldiers even
instructed the villagers to leave their homeland. In all cases the villagers emphasized
their confidence not to leave the land. Hence the forest fires are a threat to the right
to life for humans and animals. As many animals died, the forests‘ wildlife was
eviscerated.
The previous delegations concluded that the forest fires had been caused in concert
with the Turkish state’s other accelerating military tactics in Kurdistan. The
delegation argued that they specifically targeted the local population.

5. Suppositions concluded on the ground of observations
After having observed a potentially minimal part of the forest fire areas in North
Kurdistan we can witness a fatal devastation: Dying trees, burned earth and non
existent wildlife gave an idea of which degree of environmental damage the area is
faced with. Since some of the newly burned zones had been already destroyed during
heavy war actions in the 1990s, it is possible that some types of vegetation cannot
recover a second time, and are consequently irreversibly damaged. We stress that the
forest fires in 2015 were not insignificant individual cases, but the total amount of
burned area was the largest ever, in relation to the time of offence. This high degree
of ecological destruction deepened our concerns about the preservation of the
ecosystems in the area. Furthermore there can be supraregional effects on the
environment in the near and far future that cannot yet be anticipated.
The environmental destruction cannot be separated by the impacts it has for the
humans living around. Since the scorched areas are occupied by a population mostly
depending on their own agriculture wields, the fires caused an economic loss, as
people lost the harvest of their fruits and vegetables as well as the fodder for their
animals. In some cases, even the houses were fully destroyed and the inhabitants had
to search for another shelter. Moreover, it can be assumed that the incidents had a
negative psychological impact on the people: Some of them had fled to Europe in the
1990s to escape from the war. After resettling their old villages they were now faced
with a new catastrophe that reminded them of former fears. Also the loss of goods of
personal significance – such as old grape trees – can cause fear and anger for
individuals.
The local ecology movement seems to be very attentive concerning the forest fires.
What we notice, nonetheless, is a lack of national and international awareness of this
topic. Ecologists at remove and other political players – especially big, international
NGOs – seem not to be informed about the extent of destruction, as there is a lack of
statements and rections to the environmental effects of the fires.
Finally, we got the impression that the fires are connected to the current ongoing
clashes between Turkish state forces and the militants of Kurdistan Worker's Party
(PKK). As nonlocal observers, nevertheless, we remain in confusion about the
reported procedure of the Turkish army that seems to affect the lives and goods of
ordinary village people. We recommend following the estimations of the previous
delegation, which consisted of a higher number of observers possessing a broader
knowledge about different the powerrelated interests in the region. Based on their
findings, described above, and our own inspection, official Turkish institutions seem
to uphold, or at the very least facilitate, a practice of burning forests as a threat
against the local inhabitants. An important detail in this assessment is the claim that
even the official institutions for firefighting have been hindered to help: There are
accusations that military officers stopped a fire brigade on the way to the burning
area. If true, this would be an operation that surely can not be legitimized from the
perspective of international human rights.

6. Conclusion
As the report and the analysis indicate  if these statements hold up under scrutiny –
the intentional aspect of the forest fires and their consequences amount to nothing
less than a severe violation of human rights and an ecological catastrophe.
As a delegation, we therefore strongly recommend a governmental investigation into
the cause and consequences of these fires in a coalition led local officials and people
from the afflicted areas. Additionally, the provincial governors should provide
unconditional financial compensation to the affected households, dedicate significant
funds to ecological reconstruction, and form a commission to scrutinize the practices
of its armed forces. While some of these claims might not hold up under scrutiny,
despite initial observation indicating they will, the accusations and the destruction
alone warrant a serious, nonbiased investigation with a potential for encompassing
financial recompensation. Even if the claims themselves prove to be false, contrary to
all available evidence, the Turkish state still has an obligation according to
international law to care for the wellbeing of its citizens, which, at the current
moment, it is not fulfilling.

